After observations move very slowly and apply full lock to the right briskly.

Creep across the road at Zimmer frame speed until the driver’s door mirror arrives on top of the kerb.

Keep creeping and steer to the left briskly.

Stop when the small red dot on the window arrives on the kerb.

Apply the parking brake and select reverse gear.

After observations move at Zimmer frame speed looking out the rear window and briskly steer to full left lock.

When you cross the half way point of the road turn and look over the right shoulder.

Creep slowly until the small green dot arrives on the edge of the kerb.

Briskly steer to the right.

Keep creeping until the small red dot arrives on the kerb and then stop.

Apply the parking brake and select 1st gear.

After observations move slowly and steer right to take a normal driving position.